
Pre-QC Phage Genome Annotation Checklist 

Phage Name: 
Your Name: 
Your Institution: 
Your email: 

Additional emails: 
 (For correspondence) 

Please check each box indicating completion of each task. Annotation Guide section #'s indicated

1. Does the genome sequence in your final contain the same number of bases and is it the
same as the posted sequence on phagesdb.org?

2. Are all the genes “valid” when you click the “validate” button? Section 9.3.2
3. Have the genes been renumbered such that they go sequentially from 1 to the highest

number? Section 9.3.3
4. Have all old BLAST hits been cleared, and all gene features reBLASTed? Section 9.3.4
5. Are the locus tags the phage name? Section 9.3.3
6. Has the Documentation been recreated to match the information in the feature table?Section 1.4
7. Have tRNA ends been adjusted with web-based Aragorn and/or tRNAscan SE? Section

9.5.3-4

8. For the items below, generate a genome profile, and review the following. Section 11.3

For the YourPhageName_CompleteNotes.dnam5 file:
a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Does every gene have one and only one complete set of Notes (see fig 12.2 in the

Annotation Guide)?
c. Do the functions in the Notes match the official function list?
d. Is the function field EMPTY for all features?
e. Do the notes contain the initial Glimmer/GeneMark data from the autoannotation?

For the YourPhageName .dnam5 file:

a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Is the Notes field empty for all the features with no known function?
c. Do the function names in the Notes match the official function list, when applicable?
d. Is the function field EMPTY for all features?

9. Describe any issues or specific genes that you were unable to satisfactorily resolve, and
warrant further inspection in the Quality Control review.
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	Phage Name: WilliamBoone
	Institution: The College of Idaho
	Other emails: 
	email: akoga@collegeofidaho.edu
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	6: Yes
	5: Yes
	9: Yes
	10: Yes
	11: Yes
	12: Yes
	13: Yes
	14: Yes
	15: Yes
	16: Yes
	Describe: 1. Phamerator gene 27 (7192-7332).  I’m not sure whether to keep this gene or not.  No coding potential, but there is near identity in nucleotide sequence in this region with the other CQ1 phages.  There are tRNA’s in this region, but not called in this particular spot.  Other CQ1 phages did not call a gene here and have gaps.  I am leaving it in so you can take a look at it, but thinking it should probably be deleted.2. Phamerator gene 111 (stop=63920).  Two conserved starts.  Most annotated would give 8 bp overlap.  Glimmer calls the other with 1 bp gap.  Not sure which is best.3. Phamerator gene 115 (stop= 65073).  Tiny white gene (63bp) with no blast hits, but good coding potential. Overlaps of 8 bp with preceding gene and 4 bp with next gene.  Not sure if it should be deleted.4. Phamerator gene 130 (stop=70737)—some homology to WhiB family transcription factor—not sure if the evidence is strong enough to call the function.5. Phamerator genes 140-141 (stops= 75008 and 75105) are very interesting.  They blast to the first and second part of gp 141 of Smoothie (and others).  There is even a region you can see on the 6-frame translation that precedes the start codon for the second gene that would match perfectly if it was translated.  This is gp 141 of Smoothie with colors representing the match to WB140/region preceding start codon of gp142/ and gp142.  There is a large overlap between the 2 genes and I can’t understand how this works because if you align the nucleotide sequences of WilliamBoone and Smoothie in this region there is not an insertion or deletion, thus I don’t understand how you switch frames.  Anyway, I don’t know if any of this is relevant or just represents a point mutation.MADYIDLENLDIDHVLEHSFKNFHVKGFDYICLNRSETDTVKLYFFEDAHVETNEVVNPHWHRYDFWTTALTGGVQNIWYDRGPSGVAGSKCQEYGRFDYRTPLLGGDGFTPNGTQLLHVTKAHTVGPDIGRGTSYFMEWNEIHTINIVKPETCLLLHQFEDKVPEGTPTETFISGADVPDLNDGLYDSMTADEVIAKLKWLNEKVGQV6. Reverse gene (stop=80648): changed start to the GeneMark start.  Creates 14bp overlap, but this is most annotated start and gives a 1:1 alignment with ClubL gp154.  The other start would give a 4bp overlap, but alignment is a bit off.7. There is a gap from 53599-53953.  Bachita and ClubL call a gene in this location, but Smoothie does not.  There is not really a good ORF to match the Bachita and ClubL genes in the correct reading frame.  There is another ORF that seems like a reasonable call, but it blasts to nothing.  This ORF is 53657-53869.  I did not call a gene in this location.8. The following functions were not on the approved list, so please check/modify these if needed: Gene 63 (stop 42327) Exonuclease VII, large subunit, and Gene 64 Exonuclease VII small subunit, Gene 93 (56537 stop) FAD dependent thymidylate synthase.9. We found some possible functions from HHPred, but I wasn’t confident enough to call them on the final annotation.  They are in Genes >135.
	Your Name: Ann Koga
	7: Yes
	8: Yes


